The scientific and organizing committee is pleased to inform you that the 14th Scandinavian Symposium on Chemometrics (SSC14) will take place in Sardinia from 14 till 17 of June 2015.

In the SSC14 various practical applications of chemometric methods in chemistry, biochemistry and chemical technology fields will be presented, using classical and newly developed algorithms. Outstanding figures of the field will discuss upon the development and applications of chemometrics methods in pharmaceutical, cheminformatics, omics, synthetic biology, imaging and spectroscopy, process control, analysis of chemical processes, big data, optimization and food technology.

Confirmed invited speakers are:
- Tommy Lofstedt - Computational Solutions, Sweden
- Johan Westerhuis - University of Amsterdam, Netherlands
- Franco Lombardo - Biogen, USA
- Harald Martens - Department of Engineering and Cybernetic, Norway
- Riccardo Leardi - Universita di Genova, Italy
- Cyril Ruckebusch - University of Lille, France
- Mattias Rantalainen - Karolinska Institutet, Sweden
- Jose Camacho - University of Granada, Spain
- Richard Maronna - La Plata, Argentina
- Claes Gustafsson - DNA2.0, USA

The conference will be hosted in one of the most enchanting landscapes of south-western Sardinia, Chia Laguna Resort, with its three hotels and exclusive Oasis Space. The Resort fronts a broad expanse of fine golden sand beaches, backed by wind-modelled dunes, lapped by transparent turquoise waters among the most famous on Sardinia’s south western coast. Moreover, special discounts are reserved to all the participants and their guests.

We warmly invite you and your colleagues to the Sardinia island in the beautiful early summer season, and hope that you will have a scientifically rewarding and enjoyable stay.

For further details, please visit http://www.ssc14.org or contact us at info@ssc14.org.